NEW SEAN KENNEDY & SAMARA GOLDEN SHOWS: ARTLIST’S
3 MUST-SEE SHOWS
1. Daniel Zeller @ Pierogi Gallery
October 16 — November 15
“Immiscible Cohesion,” Daniel Zeller’s new solo show with Pierogi Gallery, is a celebration of the
impossible. The works on display aim to, as the title suggests, showcase the juxtaposition and
joining of opposing elements. The show includes both black and white ink drawings on paper as
well as a large-scale sculpture that attempt to create compositions both on the micro and macro
scales, paying homage to the scientific influences that manifest themselves in Zeller’s oeuvre.
On display at 177 North 9th Street, Brooklyn, NY.
2. Sean Kennedy @ Rachel Uffner Gallery
September 12 — October 25
Rachel Uffner’s first solo exhibition of Sean Kennedy’s work utilizes both the gallery’s vertical and
horizontal exhibition spaces. The gallery’s ground floor has dedicated itself to the display of
Kennedy’s new circular appropriations of commercial logos and imagery. Meanwhile, in the
gallery’s upstairs space, viewers can see Kennedy deal with the commercial ubiquity of quotidian
products in a different way: by suspending them overhead, demonstrating the immense
importance these seemingly based products (and larger consumerism) hold in our lives.
On view at 170 Suffolk Street, New York, NY.
3. Samara Golden @ Canada
September 12 — October 25
Samara Golden is most known for her striking, at times disorientating sculptural works. Using
mirror and quotidian objects, Golden builds rooms “from the ceiling down,” creating spaces that
redefine spatial delineations, uproot laws of physics and awe the viewer. For her solo exhibition at
Canada, “A Fall of Corners,” Golden has installed more of her signature spaces, rooms that are
both uncannily familiar in their decor yet discombobulating in their physical impossibility.
On view at 333 Broome St, New York, NY.
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